
Addendum (RFP)  

Addendum No: 001 
Date:   12/3/2021 

Project:  Classroom Audiovisual Project Phase II   
Project No.:  WKCCD 2122 - 109 

From:   West Kern Community College District 
  29 Cougar Court 
  Taft, CA 93268 
   
To:   All Prospective Bidders and Plan Holders   
 
 
The following questions were compiled from prospective bidders after the release of the RFP document. 
As a result, West Kern Community College District is supplying this list of questions to all potential 
vendors. 
 
1. Library 311 

 
1.1. Will the TV be replaced? The TV is currently in the center of the room. Will it be moved to 

the left or the right? Will pull out brackets be used/tilt?  
1.1.1. Yes. Right of the Room. Pull out brackets. 

 
1.2. What model of presentations device?  

1.2.1. (BARCO) Need to establish which device is acceptable based on price. WePresent WICS-
2100 
 

1.3. Document cameras? 
1.3.1. B11 Model/ELMO MH1 in each room that requires Doc cameras. 

 
1.4. C-10 or Network – is someone else (another contractor) doing this work?  

1.4.1. The question needs clarification. Based on our interpretation, all the jobs will be done by the 
company that will be awarded the bid. The District will not contract with other contractor.  
 

1.5. Where will webcam be mounted?  
1.5.1. Ceiling 

 
1.6. Will the same projectors be used that were in the last RFP?  

1.6.1. Yes, if available or equivalent 
 

1.7. Will drop down projector screens be used?  
1.7.1.  Refer to answers 1.10.1 & 1.10.2 

 
1.8. Screen size: 8ft screens (96”)? 

1.8.1.  Yes 
 

1.9. All manual 8ft screens? 
1.9.1.  Yes, unless it has a motorized screen 

 
1.10. If it is electric, keep it electric?  

1.10.1. Yes 
 
 



1.11. Carts?  
1.11.1. Case by case per room. Rack space – open to alternative location. 

 
2. T-13 

 
2.1. Keeping all the same furniture?  

2.1.1.  Yes 
 

2.2. “Like for like” Creston system – electric screen? 
2.2.1.  Yes 

 
2.3. Wireless microphone systems – RF? As long as it doesn’t interfere with other rooms.  

2.3.1.  IR 
 

2.4. Using same rack/cart?  
2.4.1. Yes 

 
2.5. Mounts reused?  

2.5.1. New mounts and backer board. 
 

3. CIL 730 
 
3.1. Reusing racks/freestanding? 

3.1.1.  Yes 
 

3.2. Is there a list of which rooms have electric screens? 
3.2.1.  Yes, Tech Arts, S11, and CIL classrooms 

 
3.3. Still using whiteboards?  

3.3.1.  Yes 
 

4. Dental Hygiene 
 
4.1. Projector?  – Don’t’ demo anything? Add a TV? 

4.1.1.  Add TV & Rest of Equipment 
 

5. Gym 
 
5.1. Adding a retractable screen and projector, TV in the corner? Can put TV in the center if 

the whiteboard is moved?  
5.1.1.  No, to the retractable screen. TV on right hand side. 

 
6. ETEC 

 
6.1. Replacing projectors and displays or not?  

6.1.1. Submit an alternate bid for an upgraded projector.  
 

7. Facilities Conference Room 
 
7.1. Keep click share? 

7.1.1.  Yes 
 

7.2. Add rack to cabinet or on top? 
7.2.1.  Rack on top 

 
 



7.3. Touch screen on top? 
7.3.1.  Yes 

 
7.4. Keep the TV/to be controlled as well?  

7.4.1.  Yes 
 

8. CDC  
 
8.1. Taking screen out, add TV and touch screen?  

8.1.1.  No. Keep projector screen in same location. TV system should be added to opposite wall of 
white board. Touch screen not required. 
 

8.2. Mount white board on separate wall?  
8.2.1.  No, the white board needs to stay on the wall it is currently located. 

 
8.3. Mount TV in the corner/smaller size?  

8.3.1.  The TV Monitor can be placed on the opposite wall from the wet/dry white board. Furniture 
can be moved to accommodate up to a 52” TV on the opposite wall. 
 

8.4. Short throw projector? Use whiteboard for short throw?  
8.4.1.  There are existing projector mounts in the ceiling of the conference room. We would like a 

projector in that room. Depending on the placement of the mounts, it may need to be a 
short throw projector system to throw to the white board or the existing projector screen on 
that wall. If the current mounts are not compatible with a projector unit, new mounting will 
need to be done to mount a standard projector system.  
 

9. S-6 and 7 
 
9.1. Keeping both projectors? 

9.1.1.  Replace projectors and screens 
 

9.2. Keeping same mounting for screens?  
9.2.1.  Replace as needed 

 
9.3. Under counter rack? 

9.3.1.  Yes 
 
9.4. Not replacing displays? 

9.4.1.  Replace the TVs 
 

10. S-11 
 
10.1. Add electric screen? 

10.1.1. Yes 
 

10.2. Wall mount or ceiling mount? 
10.2.1. Ceiling Mount 

 
10.3. What size TV will be used?  

10.3.1. 55’’ 
 

11. Human Resources Conference Room 
 
11.1. Which side should the TV stand? South Wall HR?  

11.1.1. We do not have preferences; vendor is to provide best practices based on their 
experience. 



12. Welding/ITEC 
12.1. Free standing rack?  

12.1.1.  Yes 
 

12.2. Lift TV higher? 
12.2.1. Yes, and replace  

 
12.3. Recessing the projector screen? 

12.3.1. Yes 
 

13. General Questions 
 
13.1. A general question was asked regarding the schedule of obtaining products to 

meet the deadlines. There is a back order of products that is upholding completion. 
13.1.1. We are aware of the issues with supplies and understand that it can change  the timeline 

of the project. 
 

13.2. Is the intent of this project to mimic the design, functionality, layout touch panel 
layout and equipment in RFP #WKCCD 2122-109 Classroom Audiovisual Project Phase II 
as in the previous project RFP # WKCCD 2021-105 to standardize campus equipment (if 
available) including user look, feel and use?   

13.2.1. Yes 
 
13.3. Alternative Bid #3: Quote for onsite checking all AV equipment installed in all 

rooms to make sure everything is working properly before each semester. How long of a 
period does this need to be? For example, 1 year? 

13.3.1. 1 year and 5 year options. 
 
13.4. What is the preferred video conference camera mounting and height location if 

different from ceiling mount? If ceiling mounted what should the height of the camera be 
since rooms have different If ceiling heights.  

13.4.1. Use best practices for each room. 
 
 


